INTRODUCTION
In this work, which is part of the UK government funded Microscale Polymer Processing Project (μPP), we have investigated the effect of the addition of glass beads on the melt processing of a commercial polystyrene. The philosophy of the μPP project, now in its second stage, has been to model and interpret experimental results (such as rheology and processing) via molecularly aware physics based models 1 . In the first stage of the project (1997-2003) the focus had largely concentrated on carefully synthesised, monodispersed pure polymers. In the current project (μPP2), which is more industrially motivated, the drive has been to apply these theoretical treatments to, amongst other thins, 2Phase materials based on commercial polymers. This paper presents some recent results, both experimental and theoretical, on the effects of the addition of glass beads to the linear and non-linear rheology, and hence processability, of a commercial polystyrene. The addition of the glass beads also leads to interesting structural aspects such as chaining of the glass beads and cavitation. The polystyrene was supplied by BASF (grade PS2, M w = 274,000, polydispersity 2.7) and the glass beads by (commercially coupled). Blending was carried out using a solvent procedure (THF) and a thermal stabiliser (Irganox 7610) to limit degradation of polymer during the solvent drying process (48 hours into a vacuum oven at 140°C). Infra-red spectroscopy, carried out post blending showed no residual solvent, and GPC measurements on the pure polymer and composite blends showed very similar molecular weight distributions. First, a set of linear and non-linear rheology measurements were carried out on both the pure PS and a 20% v/v glass bead/PS blend. Time-temperature superposition was used to obtain the complex viscosity behaviour over a wide range of frequencies for both samples: Figure 1 shows typical results at a temperature of 170°C. The presence of the glass particles is seen to increase the viscosity (red curve). This increase can be predicted by the familiar empirical KreigerDocherty relationship . This second factor adjusts for the enhanced strain in the matrix due to the presence of the rigid glass beads, and hence the earlier onset of shear thinning. The use of both the shifting parameters gives the excellent agreement shown in Figure 1 . Non-linear measurements, in both shear and extension flows, were also carried out, and typical results are shown below in Figure 2 (a and b respectively) . The use of the same shifting factors, as for the linear results, gives good agreement at small strains in both the cases, but divergence at higher strains. Currently this is thought to be due to two distinct effects. First, the presence of the glass beads affects the molecular orientation during flow, reducing the overshoot in non-linear shear and the amount of strain hardening in non-linear extension. Second, post analysis of the samples, particularly those from the elongation test, showed the presence of cavities in the PS matrix linked to the glass beads (Figure 3) , giving a strong indication that this is the major contributor to the strain hardening reduction and potentially to the shear viscosity reduction. These results have subsequently been incorporated into a flow predictor (flowSolve) developed within the μPP project, to thereby model the effect of the particles on processing. Results will be presented showing a comparison between experimental results and theoretical predictions for extrusion, and in particular the effect of the glass particles on die swell. 
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